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Molecular Field Extrema as Descriptors of Biological Activity: Definition and
Validation
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The paper describes the generation of four types of three-dimensional molecular field descriptors or ‘field
points’ as extrema of electrostatic, steric, and hydrophobic fields. These field points are used to define the
properties necessary for a molecule to bind in a characteristic way into a specified active site. The hypothesis
is that compounds showing a similar field point pattern are likely to bind at the same target site regardless
of structure. The methodology to test this idea is illustrated using HIV NNRTI and thrombin ligands and
validated across seven other targets. From the in silico comparisons of field point overlays, the experimentally
observed binding poses of these ligands in their respective sites can be reproduced from pairwise comparisons.
INTRODUCTION

Overview. The basis of cheminformatics and virtual drug
discovery in almost all their manifestations is structure
comparison. Structure is here defined as the framework
created by linking atoms with bonds in two or three
dimensions. However, it is well-known that molecules of
different structural classes can act at the same biological site
(Figure 1). It is also accepted that molecules interact via their
electronic properties: electrostatic and van der Waals forces.
It therefore follows that if two molecules with diverse
structures interact with an enzyme or receptor in a similar
way, they will have similar surface properties in their bound
conformations.
This paper describes an in silico method of defining
molecular fields in a form that enables semiquantitative
comparisons across molecules in three dimensions. Our aim
is to show that these molecular fields can be used as
nonstructural templates for defining behavioral similarity.
The approach described in this paper has already been
successfully used in the drug discovery arena.1-3 Numerous
previous efforts by others to define what is ‘seen’ by another
molecule have failed for two major reasons: the inadequacy
of the model used to define charge distribution and the
unmanageable amount of data needed to describe surface
molecular properties.
First, the definition of electrostatic potential over the
molecular surface depends on the atomic charge distribution
within the molecule. Adequately accurate spatial charge
distributions can only be derived from quantum mechanics
(QM) using full wave functions and will change with
molecular conformation and environment. However, it is
unreasonable at this time to expect QM to be fast enough to
cope with even the accessible conformations of most natural
hormones and therapeutics.4 The problem of speed can be
overcome using molecular mechanics (MM), but the most
commonly used charge model places single point partial
charges at atom centers (atom-centered charges or ACCs)
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and has proved to be too approximate to define surface
electronic properties to a useful degree of accuracy. For
example, the molecular electrostatic potential above the
carbonyl group of acetone shows no sign of splitting to show
two lone pairs when derived from atom-centered charges.
However, molecular electrostatic potentials can be determined reliably using molecular mechanics with a more
sophisticated charge model. The eXtended Electron Distribution (XED) force field5-7 redefines the charge on electronegative and π atoms (atoms having p orbital valence
involvement) in a molecule away from the conventional ACC
monopole toward multipole electron distribution around the
atom more in keeping with quantum orbital descriptors.8,18
Over the past 10 years, the XED force field has been refined
to include intramolecular interactions for carbon, oxygen,
nitrogen, sulfur, phosphorus, and the halogens and has been
validated against some of the commonly used MM force
fields.9,10
Second, potential fields around a molecule are continuous
functions and are hard to compare across molecules. Approximations based on grids or surfaces11-14 produce too
many data points for fast processing or are restricted in their
accuracy by the grid resolution and lack of gauge invariance.
Describing fields in terms of Gaussians15 is elegant and
quicker than grids but works best when describing fields
which can be approximated by overlapping spheres (such
as molecular volumes) and is less appropriate for probeinteraction energy fields.
What is needed is a fast way of generating molecular
potential fields with sufficient spatial and quantitative
accuracy to be suitable for quick estimates of similarity
between them. In this paper, we revisit the approach that
has utilized molecular field extrema16-19 as a means of
overcoming grid restrictions and large numbers of descriptors. We will describe the field generation and overlay
procedures, how field patterns describe the nonbonding
chemistry of ligands, and the results of simple overlay
experiments.
Field Points. Proteins respond to the potential field around
a molecule rather than to the 3D arrangement of its individual
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Figure 1. Thrombin inhibitors (X-ray data, 1ppb and 1uvt, from the Protein Data Bank) serve to exemplify two different chemotypes
binding at the same site and giving the same biological effect.

Figure 2. The molecule above (inset in 2D) serves to illustrate the relationship between some common chemical groups and the typical
field point patterns associated with those groups. Large field points are generated by charged groups such as ammonium and carboxylate
ions. The H-bond donor/receptor arrangements are represented by the amide linker, and the mixed hydrophobic and electrostatic character
of a phenyl group is reflected in a combination of in-plane positive field points, π-cloud points above and below the plane of the ring, and
the hydrophobic point at its center. Four field types are defined: electrophilic (red), nucleophilic (blue), van der Waals attractive (yellow),
and hydrophobic (orange); see Methods section. The size of the ‘balls’ reflects the depths of each extremum energy well.

atoms. If we want to describe how a molecule appears to a
protein, we need to define it as a set of properties near the
molecular surface, not as a collection of atoms and bonds.
A good description of these steric and electrostatic properties
is vital if we are to understand biological activity via the
interaction of two molecules.
A full surface description of a molecule over all of its
accessible conformations is too complex to handle. We solve
this problem by condensing the complex three-dimensional
electrostatic/van der Waals fields down to their local extrema
or ‘field points’. Figure 2 exemplifies how some common
functional groups relate to their associated field points
although it is important to keep in mind that the generation
of each field point takes into account effects from the whole
molecule (vide infra).
Two molecules with different structures but similar
biological activities present similar potential fields to their
common binding site. As a result, they are expected to have

similar sets of field points. This means that field patterns
can be used to align molecules, to score active molecules,
and to search through databases of compounds looking for
potential hits. As the pattern is not directly related to the 2D
connectivity of the molecule, but rather to its 3D properties,
fields can be used to compare molecules from completely
different structural classes.20
METHODS

(1) Field Point Generation. The fields that we will be
describing are scalar fields which are derived in general from
calculating the interaction energy of a ‘probe’ molecule with
the target molecule. This has advantages over simply using
the raw electrostatic field values: the electrostatic field is
only sampled at points which are accessible to another
molecule, and the field values are interaction energy scores
that can be related directly to the energetics of molecular
interactions.
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Figure 3. Steps in the creation of field points. (a) Structure of a candidate drug in its active conformation. (b) The molecular electrostatic
potential map at the 0.5 kcal/mol contour showing the XED constructs on the electronegative and π atoms as mauve dummy atoms. (c)
Distilled field point extrema for positive, negative, surface, and hydrophobic points superimposed onto (b). (d) The final field point pattern
for the conformation of the drug shown in (a). All four field types are included: electrophilic (red), nucleophilic (blue), van der Waals
attractive (yellow), and hydrophobic (orange); see Methods section. The size of the ‘balls’ reflects the depths of each extremum energy
well.

Figure 3 introduces the methodology employed to create
field points around a molecular conformer, showing the XED
formalism necessary to create acceptable electrostatic fields,
the distilled electrostatic field points superimposed on the
potential contours, and the final field point pattern that is
used as the basis of comparison with other molecules. The
final pattern includes two extra field point types in addition
to the positive and negative electrostatic points. These
additions reflect the surface and hydrophobic character of
the molecule.
One hundred twenty points are generated at regular
intervals over a slightly diminished solvent accessible surface
of each atom of the molecule. A probe atom is placed at
each point and its interaction energy with the molecule
optimized with a simplex that finds a true extremum and
avoids grid techniques. The probe is given the van der Waals
parameters of oxygen, and its charge is adjusted according
to the potential to be used. The 120 points on each atom
optimize down to common extrema. Extrema with very small
values of the interaction energy are insignificant and are
filtered out.
The first potential is a Morse description of the van der
Waals interaction using a neutral probe (eq i).

VvdW ) Kv•EvdW
j

EvdW ) ∑{-Epj(z -2z)} kcal/mol
2

1

z ) exp{-bpj(1-[rpj/r0pj])} (i)

where VvdW is the van der Waals energy of the neutral probe
with the molecule containing j atoms. Kv is a constant, and
Epj and bpj are parameters from the XED force field. r is the
distance between the atom pair, and r0 is the sum of the vdW
radii
The second and third potentials calculate the Coulombic
interaction for a negative probe and a positive probe
according to eq ii
i

Vc ) ∑qpqi/4πe0•1/rip•1/D•332.17 + EvdW kcal/mol (ii)
1

where Vc ) the energy between the charged probe qp ((1.0e)
and a molecule with i charges (XED charges) at distances
rip in a dielectric medium of D ) 4. Note that the Coulombic
potentials include the van der Waals potential.
The fourth potential (eq iii) calculates an attractive energy
with a neutral probe. This potential reflects the hydrophobicity of a fragment or group. It is zero weighted on electronegative atoms relative to carbon to reflect low hydrophobicity and is weighted to 0.5 on hydrogens to reduce their
importance without eliminating their effect
j

Vh ) Kh• - ∑{9•Epj/(25 + rpj3)} kcal/mol

(iii)

1

where Vh is the hydrophobic energy of a neutral probe p
with the molecule containing j atoms and Kh is a constant.
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Figure 4. Simple field overlay scheme (see text). The upper picture
shows the structural consequence of overlaying the field points of
molecule A onto B (lower picture). Overlay is achieved using field
information only and involves no structural information.

Kv and Kh are scaling factors set to 2.0 and 30.0,
respectively.21
The two types of extremum derived from eq ii reflect
centers of electrophilicity (displayed as ‘red points’) and
electrophobicity (displayed as ‘blue points’). Those calculated
purely from eq i suggest where the ‘stickiest’ points occur
on the molecular surface (displayed as ‘yellow points’). The
field extrema from eqs i and ii tend to occur on or near the
molecular surface.
In contrast, the so-called ‘hydrophobic’ extrema (displayed
as ‘orange points’) from eq iii penetrate the molecular surface
and furnish us with a general measure of structural bulk in
nonelectrostatic regions of the molecule. For example, an
adamantyl group would have one ‘hydrophobic’ point at its
center. A cyclohexyl would have a smaller one comparable
with that for phenyl. However, only the phenyl group
generates electrostatic points in addition to its ‘hydrophobic’
points in accordance with the general chemical intuition that
benzene is hydrophobic and displays electrostatic properties,22,23 while the saturated hydrocarbons have little or no
electrical influence.
(2) Field Point Comparisons. Having devised a way to
define the essential properties of a molecule in terms of a
tractable number of field points (approximately equal to the
number of heavy atoms), the aim of the project is to use
these points to compare structurally diverse molecules that
are known to behave in biologically, and possibly chemically,
similar ways. This implies that structural features are no
longer of consequence in the comparison stage, that structure
is merely the underlying generator of a ‘molecular field’,
and that only the molecular ‘fields’ are important in
molecular recognition.
Let us assume that we wish to compare molecule A
(imidazole) and molecule B (N-methylacetamide) in Figure
4 using their field points alone. A simple metric would
involve assigning a pseudo-Coulombic potential between
pairs of field points

SfpBfpA )

size(fpA) × size(fpB)
dist + offset

(iv)

where negative field points on molecule A attract negative
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field points on molecule B but repel positive ones, while
surface field points and hydrophobic field points simply
attract points of like type and ignore others. Summation of
the scores over all field point pairs leads to an overall score
for any given alignment of two field patterns. Maximizing
this score by moving one field pattern relative to the other
(using a simplex optimizer, for example) then gives a fieldbased molecular alignment method. Normalizing the score
provides a field-based similarity metric.
This metric has some problems. Although a field point
has a quantitative size associated with it (determined from
the depth of the potential energy well it represents), the above
procedure takes no account of the shape and width of the
energy well associated with a field point. Neither does it
investigate the environment surrounding the energy well
where the various potentials have finite values but have no
associated extrema. Figure 5 uses pyridine field patterns to
illustrate the problem.
To overcome these hurdles, an improved field overlay
metric was developed. Rather than simply base the score on
the relative positions of the field points, the field points on
each molecule are used as sampling points into the actual
field potentials of the other molecule

x

EAfB ) ∑ size(fpA) × FB(position(fpA))
fpA

(v)

where FB(x) is the value of the appropriate field on B at
position x, and the sum is over all field points on A.
This score is asymmetric, so we repeat for the field points
of B sampling into the actual field of A and average the two
to give a symmetric score. The score can then be normalized
to give a Dice field similarity metric

SAB )

2EAB
EAA + EBB

(vi)

and maximizing this metric between two conformations of
A and B gives both the best conformational overlay (in terms
of field similarity) and a single field similarity value for the
two conformations.
Because the energies are analytically recalculated, the
entire ‘true’ field is used in the calculation, and the potential
well widths are implicitly included. However, only a few
field values need to be calculated in any given orientation
so the technique is fast enough to be applied to large
structures and many conformations in reasonable computing
time. The fields of each molecule are sampled at only a few
places, but the use of the field extrema of the other molecule
as the sampling points ensures that the fields are sampled at
biologically relevant points. It is also worth noting that this
calculation is gauge-invariant24 and hence avoids many of
the issues involved in grid-based similarity metrics.
A further problem arises when a portion of the potential
surface is close to flat such that small changes in geometry
can lead to either one extremum or two being presented
(Figure 6). This can be somewhat alleviated by scaling the
field point sizes before field overlay. A scaling function is
applied which reduces each field point’s size if any other
field points of the same type are near by: in the limit of
two field points overlapping, each is halved in size. Now
two closely spaced field points will give the same overlay
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Figure 5. On the far left, the negative field point extremum of pyridine (blue) loses information about its shape and extent of influence
as reflected by a plot of the -0.5 kcal/mol contour to its right. The full electrostatic potential plots are shown on the far right in the two
orthogonal planes of the ring (the inner red contour corresponding to the blue areas on the left picture). This problem is overcome by
recalculating the potentials ‘on the fly’ (see text).

Figure 6. The effect of the proximity of two atoms in space on the field point pattern is illustrated using acetone fragments as convenient
examples. The upper picture shows the pattern of field point extrema after full optimization when two carbonyls are close (left) and separated
(right). The lower pictures record the full electrostatic potential on a plane through the carbonyl groups (the inner red contour corresponding
to the blue field points on the upper picture). When comparing the field points of two molecules whose field patterns are perturbed by close
proximity, scaling field point sizes before overlaying the fields can alleviate the inconsistency (see text).

energy as one point, thus removing this ambiguity when the
final overlay score is calculated.
(3) The Field Point Overlay Technique. As mentioned
previously, given two rigid conformations A and B, maximizing the field similarity SAB over all possible relative
orientations provides a field-based ‘best alignment” of A and
B and concomitant field similarity value. The problem is to
determine this best orientation. The surface of SAB with
respect to translation and rotation of B is generally quite
complex, with numerous local maxima, so this is a global
optimization problem. Given an appropriate starting align-

ment of A and B, a simplex optimizer can be used to
maximize SAB so the problem becomes one of finding suitable
starting alignments such that the global maximum (and highscoring local maxima) can be located with a high degree of
confidence.
To prepare reasonable starting orientations for a simplex
optimization of each field point pattern, we use a variant on
a colored clique matching algorithm. The field patterns are
seen as graphs with nodes colored by field type and edges
labeled with the distances between pairs of field points. A
search is performed for colored cliques across the two graphs,
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Figure 7. The field points of N-methylacetamide showing the loss of lone pair definition when atom-centered charges are used (far left).
The Isostar plot of waters binding to N-methylacetamide moieties (middle) clearly indicates the presence of the lone pairs. The XED force
field copes with this problem (far right). See ref 18 for more examples.

with each clique being scored by the number and size of the
field points matched, reduced by a penalty for having
mismatched distances in the edges. The search tree is pruned
by discarding cliques whose distance mismatches are too
large. The best-scoring collection of cliques found (generally
50-100 cliques) is used to generate a set of initial maps of
the field points of A and B: the molecules are aligned
according to least-squares fitting of the mapped field points
and then submitted to the simplex optimizer. In testing this
procedure against a Monte Carlo method which simply
started the simplex at several thousand random orientations,
this clique-matching technique found the best alignment in
almost all cases and was significantly faster.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(1) Field Point Validation. The use of a distributed
multipole model as implemented in the XED force field is
of paramount importance if field calculations are to yield
useful results. Field point patterns generated from quantum
mechanics18 correlate well with our molecular mechanics
patterns using the XED force field. Isostar25 provides good
experimental validation data for checking if field point
patterns are qualitatively correct. For example, Figure 7
shows a typical example of the difference in field pattern
when extended electron distribution is included compared
with when atom-centered charges are used. The lone pairs
on the carbonyl of the example molecule are lost in the latter
case when experimental evidence, in the form of an Isostar
plot of water molecules interacting with N-methylacetamide
moieties, plainly indicates their presence.
(2) Overlay Process and Validation Results. To illustrate
the process and validity of the field point overlay procedure
named ‘FieldCompare’, two examples are reported in detail,
both of which are rooted in therapeutic case histories. In
section A, using three HIV NNRTI inhibitors in their active
conformations extracted from X-ray data,26 we show that
molecular field overlays can generate the experimentally
observed orientation of each inhibitor in the protein. This
amounts to a feasibility study using the single, active
conformation of neutral ligands. In section B, the procedures
described in section A are applied to a larger data set and
compared with literature results to test their general applicability. Finally, although section B contains some formally charged ligands, we investigate in depth whether
formally charged ligands are handled properly. It goes

without saying that formal charge gives rise to gross changes
in field pattern, and the unpredictable effects of solvation
and pH on the extent of formal charge must be resolvable.
In addition, if we are to use the FieldCompare tool without
the knowledge of the active conformation, can we still detect
the experimental binding arrangement of a set of ligands from
a comparison of the field points of all their conformations?
Finally, will irrelevant overlay patterns mask the detection
of the relevant ones? A small set of positively charged
thrombin inhibitors has been chosen to test these points in
section C.
(A) Neutral HIV NNRTI Inhibitors in their Active
Conformations. The active conformations of three HIV
NNRTI inhibitors were extracted from X-ray data. Each
structure was atom typed according to the XED force field
rules. Hydrogens and XEDs were added and minimized, and
a field pattern was calculated for each ligand (Figure 8).
The question to be asked is as follows: do the field point
overlays of each pair of compounds correspond to the
structural overlays from the X-ray data?
Table 1 catalogues the best 10 field overlays for each pair
of the three chosen HIV ligands. The correspondence of each
overlaid pair to the experimental X-ray data is shown in the
last column (X-RMS) as an rms deviation of heavy atoms.
For all pairs (duos), correlation of the experimental X-ray
overlay with both the field similarity (SAB, eq vi) and the
raw field overlay energy score for the first 5 overlays is good.
The raw score is less useful for other targets (see thrombin
later), reflecting the need for a normalized field similarity
metric.
In the ordering of the HIV duo (pairwise) overlays for
the HIV ligands (Table 1), it is encouraging that the field
similarity (SAB) correlates well with the goodness of fit to
the X-ray data (X-RMS). The first five duos of the
EFZ+NVP overlay are correct in overall orientation but vary
slightly in the rotational aspects of each ligand. Beyond duo
number 5, one of the ligands has turned through 180 degrees
and resulted in a marked deterioration of the rms fit to
experiment. For the EFZ+AAP overlay, the first 6 duos
correspond to the X-ray data with small rotational variations.
Overlay 7 and 9 again reflect a reversal of one of the ligands.
For the NVP+AAP duo, the top 3 overlays correlate well
with X-ray data.
We estimate errors to all overlay raw energy score values
after simplex optimization to be (0.5. It should be empha-
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Figure 8. Details of the three HIV NNRTI inhibitors used to investigate the field overlay principle. The abbreviations for the ligands along
with the Protein Data Bank reference codes from which they were derived are in brackets (1ikw resolution 3.0 Å, 1fkp resolution 2.9 Å,
1vru resolution 2.2 Å). The relevant XED constructs and field extrema patterns are shown on the right of the figure for each active conformer.

sized that the accuracy of the experimental overlay pattern
is limited by the X-ray crystal preparation conditions,
resolution, and interpretation of the X-ray electron density
and the possible variations in the way the protein/ligand
complexes are overlaid to retrieve the experimental ligand
overlays.26 The rmsd values are obtained using a least squares
heavy atom fit of each overlaid pair with each pair of X-ray
structures. In other words, the rmsd is an average across all
atoms of each pair of molecules. Experience has strongly
suggested to us that any field overlay between 0.0 and 1.25
rmsd may be ‘correct’. Indeed, if there is movement of a
ligand within its protein active site, all results between 0.0
and 1.25 rmsd may be right.27 This ‘acceptability cutoff’ is
in agreement with that of Poso et al. (see below).14
So far, we have shown that in silico field pattern overlays
are successful in deducing the experimental binding orientation of three ligands acting at the same protein binding site
given the active conformations of the ligands as starting
structures. It is now necessary to validate these illustrative
observations on a larger data set.
(B) Validating the Field Point Overlay Technique with
Larger Data Sets Derived from X-ray Conformations. The
formal charge state of any ligand drastically changes field
patterns, and it is important to show that field generation
and overlay techniques are able to handle charged molecules.
For a ligand at or around its target binding site, the charges
expected on ionizable groups are not easy to ascertain.
Experience with field point patterns for many chargeable
species has led us to apply a general rule that field
comparison is most reliable when a formal charge is set at
between one-eighth and one-quarter of the full formal charge;
for example, a charged primary amine at a formal charge of
+1 will be seen by the field generation software as a formal

charge of +0.125 when the divisor is set to 8. Charged
arginine spreads the 1/8th charge over three nitrogens, the
two oxygen atoms on the carboxylate anion each carry a
formal charge of -0.0625, and so on. If more emphasis on
charge has been required, no more than 0.25 of a full formal
charge has been used (divisor ) 4) if field distortions were
to be avoided. The divisor is acting as a formal charge
dielectric that varies between 4 and 8, a value possibly
reflecting what would be expected at a binding site in
‘protein’ phase.28 Only in the gas phase would the dielectric
be unity, extending exponentially to 80 only in the full
aqueous phase. The HIV NNRTI inhibitors in section A are
representative of uncharged ligands. The following experiments extend the principles described in section A to a larger
data set and use a mixture of charged and uncharged ligands.
In section C we deal exclusively with charged thrombin
ligands.
We decided to compare our results with those published
by Poso et al.14 where possible. This group has developed a
system called BRUTUS along the same conceptual lines as
FieldCompare but using a different approach. They construct
a grid of electrostatic (based on atom-centered charges) and
van der Waals points for rigid-body molecular superposition
and similarity searching.
We ran their data set through our FieldCompare protocol.
In each case the bound conformation of a single ligand was
compared against a range of other ligands for the same target
in their bound conformations. The data consisted of 35 HIV
protease inhibitors (HIVp, target ligand from 1qbr), 13
rhinovirus coating inhibitors (HRV, target from 1ruc), 11
elastase inhibitors (elastase, target 1ele), 7 thermolysin
inhibitors (therm, target 5tmn), and 5 matrix metalloproteinase 8 inhibitors (MMP8, target 1mmb). To these, we added
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Table 1. First 10 Field Overlays of Each Pair of the Three HIV
NNRTI Inhibitors Defined in Figure 1 in Their Active
Conformations (from X-ray Data)a
EFZ+NVP overlay
number

raw score

SAB

X-RMS
(Å)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

-37.5
-37.2
-36.8
-36.7
-35.6
-34.6
-33.6
-33.2
-32.0
-27.0

0.539
0.535
0.529
0.527
0.512
0.498
0.483
0.478
0.460
0.388

0.830
0.721
0.759
0.367
0.726
3.575
2.699
3.478
2.610
3.619

EFZ+AAP overlay
number

raw score

SAB

X-RMS
(Å)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

-44.4
-42.5
-40.7
-40.3
-39.6
-39.5
-37.2
-34.1
-34.1
-33.4

0.567
0.544
0.521
0.515
0.506
0.505
0.476
0.436
0.436
0.428

0.924
1.118
0.893
1.004
0.890
0.516
3.262
1.013
3.191
1.208

NVP+AAP overlay
number

raw score

SAB

X-RMS
(Å)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

-44.5
-44.4
-42.9
-41.8
-41.3
-40.8
-39.2
-39.2
-38.0
-36.8

0.581
0.580
0.561
0.546
0.540
0.533
0.513
0.513
0.496
0.481

0.535
0.667
1.206
2.846
0.661
2.877
0.926
3.058
1.265
3.022

a ‘Raw score’ is the field overlay score, ‘S ’ is the field similarity
AB
of overlay (eq vi), and X-RMS is the rms deviation of heavy atoms of
the overlaid pair from the corresponding pair derived from the
experimental X-ray data. The results are ordered by SAB.

11 thrombin inhibitors (thrombin, target 1ets) and 8 HIVnonnucleotide reverse transcriptase inhibitors (HIVnnrti,
target 1ikw) not processed by Poso et al. As mentioned
above, our ‘acceptability cutoff’ is 1.25 Å rmsd. Their cutoff
is twice this value (2.5 Å) because their fitting proceeds only
over one molecule in each pair after fully superimposing the
other. The two criteria are thus entirely equivalent.
Table 2 summarizes the comparison of results from the
two approaches using our cutoff criterion of 1.25 rmsd. In
each example, Poso et al. chose the best result from the top
five overlays output by BRUTUS. We have done likewise
with the output from FieldCompare, and the results in the
‘B5’ and ‘FC5’ columns of Table 2 record the comparable
results from the two methods. We have added a column
marked ‘FC1’ in Table 2 that records how many of our top
answers correspond to the correct overlay. Finally, the results
in Table 2 have been subdivided not only to cover those
overlays that are within the 1.25 Å rmsd cutoff but also to
reflect resolution at the 0.5 Å and 0.25 Å rmsd levels.
As can be seen, the comparison of results from each group
is most encouraging and reinforces the concepts of molecular
field overlays as good descriptors of binding poses. Failure
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Table 2. Summary of Results from Applying Molecular Field
Pairwise Overlay Protocols to 7 Sets of Inhibitorsa
rmsd e 0.25
target
HIVp (1qbr)
HRV (1ruc)
elastase (1ele)
Therm (5tmn)
MMP8 (1mmb)
thrombin (1ets)
HIVnnrti (1ikw)

rmsd e 0.5

rmsd e 1.25

n B5 FC5 FC1 B5 FC5 FC1 B5 FC5 FC1
35
13
11
7
5
12
8

3
2
0
2
0
-

13
3
3
1
0
1
1

11
2
3
1
0
0
0

17
7
4
5
1
-

23
7
4
4
0
9
3

19
6
4
1
0
6
1

32
11
4
7
5
-

32
12
7
7
5
12
8

22
10
4
6
3
11
6

a
Each column records the number of inhibitors falling within the
specified rmsd range of the experimental X-ray data. Two protocols
are reported for the first 5 targets: BRUTUS14 and FieldCompare (vide
infra). n ) number of inhibitors, B5 ) BRUTUS top 5 overlay results,
FC5 ) FieldCompare top 5 overlay results, FC1 ) FieldCompare top
overlay result only.

to find the correct overlay in most cases can be explained
by inhibitors addressing different active sites (Figure 9a) or
where there are significant field differences between the two
ligands (Figure 9b). If the technology is to be extended to
ligands for which no X-ray data are available, we want to
be confident that the top answer in a list of overlays is the
true pose. This is a tall order if we insist on working in ligand
space only, and there is no reason to suppose that a ‘top’
answer will comply with the constraints imposed by the target
protein. However, our added column (FC1) suggests that this
may be possible with further clever filters.
(C) Thrombin Inhibitors as Sets of Conformations. An
important question in this introduction to our field overlay
technology is whether duos corresponding to experimental
X-ray data can be found from a series of conformations
derived from a conformational search engine. More specifically, if three ligands are introduced to the procedure with
no knowledge of their active conformations, can common
overlay patterns be extracted that contain the active conformers of each ligand and reflect the observed binding patterns
of each ligand?
Field patterns are sensitive to conformation, substitution
pattern, charge state, solvation, and other influences. Consequently, if two diverse structures are known to act at the
same site, only their ‘active’ conformers are expected to yield
matching field point patterns. This idea leads to a possible
way to derive the active conformers of two or more ligands
without any knowledge of the target site. The first step would
be to derive a reasonable conformation collection for each
ligand and second, to add a field pattern to each conformer
in the collection. The third step would involve the pairwise
overlay comparison of the field of every conformer of the
first molecular field with every one on the second. The
analysis of these data would be expected to show that the
best matches, in terms of the similarity metric SAB (eq vi),
should resemble the active conformers and reflect at least
some of the important features that are required by the target
active site.
To test whether active conformers can be inferred from
conformational sets, three charged thrombin inhibitors were
chosen for study (Figure 10).
The intention of this paper is to show how active
conformations can be described in terms of structureless field
patterns which can be overlaid to simulate experimental
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Figure 9. The “correct” overlay of the elastase ligands from (a) 1ELE and 1ELC and (b) 1ELE and 1H9L. In (a) the volume of overlap
is low (volume Tanimoto similarity 0.45), with the two ligands addressing significantly different parts of the elastase active site. In (b) the
ligand from 1H9L has significant field points from the charged carboxylate that are unmatched in 1ELE. The carboxylate is largely solvated
and therefore should be downgraded as an important binding moiety. However, our field alignment procedure treats all field points as
equally important for binding and hence creates ‘wrong’ overlays that use these carboxylate field points.

Figure 10. Details of the three thrombin inhibitors used to investigate the field overlay principle for charged molecules. The abbreviations
for the ligands along with the Protein Data Bank reference codes from which they were derived are in brackets (1ets resolution 2.3 Å, 1oyt
resolution 1.67 Å, 1ppb resolution 1.92 Å). Each formally charged center is set to 1/8th unit charge (see Discussion). The relevant XED
constructs and field extrema patterns are shown on the right of the figure for each active conformer.
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binding orientations. The question of how to find active
conformations, starting with 2D input structures (sdf files),
is irrelevant in this context and will be dealt with elsewhere.
It will therefore be assumed that a conformation search
engine has been able to find a close relative of the active
conformer of each of the ligands of interest somewhere in
its output conformer list. The active conformers for the HIV
NNRTI overlays in section A were taken directly from the
X-ray data. In this section, conformation searches were
performed for all three thrombin ligands starting from a 2D
sdf file, and the resulting conformer list was checked to
confirm that it contained the active conformer or a close
relative (within 0.5 rmsd). Note that, because of the large
number of conformations expected from PPACK, its conformation search was controlled with a single constraint that
forced the arginine group to remain in an extended state.
This reduced the conformer count to 29 from several
hundred.
The field point patterns for all conformers from each
charged ligand were overlaid to create duos. Table 3
summarizes the top 10 results from all pairwise overlays of
88 NAPAP conformers, 2 FSN conformers, and 29 PPACK
conformers.
The ‘X-RMS’ column has been included in Table 3 for
easy reference later but should be ignored while we ask the
following question: what indications have we for inferring
which conformers might be the active ones? For the two
duos involving NAPAP, only conformation 56 is common.
For the PPACK duos, conformers 10, 3, and 26 are common.
Conformer 10 turns up in two of the high-scoring duos. FSN
is limited to 2 conformers only. We are concerned only with
showing that the active conformers of a set of known ligands
binding at the same site show high field similarity with each
other. However, it may be noted that the use of conformationally restricted ligands is of considerable value in determining bound conformers under this regime and should be
taken advantage of where possible.
Further examination of Table 2 reveals that conformer 56
of NAPAP is associated with conformer 2 of FSN, conformer
2 of FSN is associated with conformation 10 of PPACK,
and conformer 10 of PPACK is associated with conformer
56 of NAPAP creating the only complete cyclic path across
the three sets of 10 overlays.
We can conclude that the field overlay procedure has
probably found the active conformation for each ligand;
NAPAP conformer 56, FSN conformer 2, and PPACK
conformer 10.
We can now check our conclusion by referring to the
relevant X-ray data:
1. Do the proposed active conformers correspond to the
experimental X-ray data?
The usual heavy atom least-squares fitter was used to
check that the surmised active conformers corresponded to
the active conformers derived from X-ray data: NAPAP
conformer 56; rmsd 0.22, FSN conformer 2; rmsd 0.14, and
PPACK conformer 10; rmsd 0.59.
2. Do the derived duos correspond to the experimental
X-ray overlay poses?
Column 6 of Table 3 records the correspondence of each
duo with the X-ray overlays of each pair. Conformer 56 of
NAPAP with conformer 2 of FSN is the top field overlay
answer and corresponds to the best X-ray overlay. Conformer
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Table 3. Best 10 Field Overlay Duos (Ordered by SAB (Eq vi)) of
the Three Thrombin Inhibitors Defined in Figure 9a
NAPAP+FSN overlay NAPAP
FSN
number
conf no. conf no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

56
23
48
67
49
67
48
20
18
24

2
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
2

raw
score

SAB

X-RMS

-72.3
-68.4
-64.8
-61.8
-60.6
-60.5
-58.3
-57.9
-56.0
-54.6

0.606
0.558
0.528
0.518
0.493
0.493
0.489
0.486
0.469
0.458

0.366
3.147
3.500
4.108
2.276
3.569
2.878
4.339
4.067
3.980

NAPAP+PPACK overlay NAPAP PPACK raw
number
conf no. conf no. score
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

42
41
10
56
31
22
50
10
52
9

1
25
15
10
12
21
13
6
3
26

FSN+PPACK overlay
FSN
PPACK
number
conf no. conf no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

7
19
10
24
26
3
29
10
17
16

-63.0
-76.6
-70.5
-72.7
-64.6
-60.7
-67.9
-62.0
-67.7
-61.5

SAB

X-RMS

0.569
0.567
0.543
0.534
0.532
0.532
0.521
0.482
0.469
0.451

4.545
2.988
5.063
0.542
2.957
2.887
4.551
4.996
3.298
5.174

raw
score

SAB

X-RMS

-56.8
-65.4
-59.4
-59.7
-56.4
-59.3
-55.5
-52.6
-54.2
-57.8

0.483
0.479
0.436
0.425
0.414
0.410
0.405
0.386
0.385
0.383

3.917
3.808
0.752
3.540
4.003
3.495
1.874
1.913
4.037
3.249

a
From a conformation search on each molecule over a 6 kcal/mol
energy window and a filter set to eliminate duplicates at e0.5 rms, 88
conformers were found for NAPAP, 2 conformers were found for FSN,
and 29 conformers were found for PPACK (constrained search - see
Discussion). ‘Conf no.’ is the number of the conformers involved in
the overlay, ‘raw score’ is the field overlay energy, ‘SAB’ is the field
similarity of overlay (eq vi), and X-RMS is the rms deviation of heavy
atoms of the overlaid pair from the corresponding pair derived from
the experimental X-ray data.

56 of NAPAP with conformer 10 of PPACK is the fourth
best field overlay answer and corresponds to the best X-ray
overlay. Conformer 10 of PPACK with conformer 2 of FSN
is the third best field overlay answer and corresponds to the
best X-ray overlay.
We can now conclude that the field overlay procedure has
found the active conformation for each ligand in this
particular case.
Finally, can a ‘trio’ be derived from the three proposed
active duos that corresponds to the experimental X-ray data?
If the three sets of ‘active’ duos in Table 3 are superimposed to form a ‘trio’ of actives (i.e. conformer 56 of
NAPAP, conformer 2 of FSN, and conformer 10 of PPACK
with duplicates removed), the correspondence to the X-ray
trio overlay deviates by rms 0.8 (Figure 11) and therefore
corresponds to the X-ray overlay by our ‘acceptable fit’
criterion.
The processing of the three chosen thrombin ligands in
the above experiments has given rise to just one definitive
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Figure 11. The overlays of the thrombin inhibitors NAPAP, FSN,
and PPACK. Top: The experimentally observed overlay derived
from the X-ray data of the ligands in their protein (Figure 10).
Middle: The ‘trio’ overlay (with duplicates removed). Bottom: The
heavy atom least-squares fit of the X-ray overlay (top) and trio
overlay (middle) representing a rmsd of 0.77.

answer for the set of active conformations (Figure 11). We
have deliberately used one inhibitor (FSN) with a small set
of conformers to simplify the explanation of the procedures.
However, most searches for duos that we have carried out,
using multiple conformation sets for different ligands and
different targets, usually result in several feasible duos. This
again begs the question of which duo is the ‘true’ representation of the binding pattern, and the arguments put forward
in section B on this question still apply. In the next paper,
we will be reporting more fully on the criteria useful for
distilling the most likely candidates and discussing ‘field
templating’sthe creation of ‘trios’ and higher order active
ligand clusterssin more detail using a wide variety of data
sets.
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we report on the techniques necessary to
create a minimal set of meaningful field points on ligands
known to act at the same biological site and a way in which
they can be overlaid to reproduce experimental observations
without using any protein structural information. The principles of our approach depend on a definition of the
electrostatic and hydrophobic fields around a molecular
surface and deliberately move away from the restrictions
associated with purely structural comparisons. The groups
of Poso14 and Maggiora29 have covered many of the problems
and pitfalls associated with this approach, most of which
vanish with the use of the XED force field (giving better
electrostatic potentials), the generation of field extrema
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(avoiding grid constructs and reducing the amount of data),
and the technique of recalculating potentials ‘on the fly’
(taking account of the complete potential characteristics and
imparting gauge invariance).
One of the chief advantages of using molecular fields to
investigate biological activity is their avoidance of structural
prejudice. We chose three HIV NNRTI inhibitors because
of their relative conformational simplicity and lack of charge.
In contrast, our final example used three charged thrombin
inhibitors, two of which have considerable conformational
flexibility. Furthermore, peptide ligands are often found to
be good therapeutic agents but are not acceptable as drug
candidates. We have shown that the well-known peptidic
thrombin inhibitor, PPACK, can be successfully overlaid by
field comparison with two nonpeptidic derivatives thus
opening up the opportunity to jump from peptides to nonpeptides while retaining the desired biological activity. This
process is currently undertaken in the pharmaceutical industry
as an empirical exercise costing much time and resource.
We have successfully shown that molecular field patterns
can be used to deduce the molecular binding requirements
for several protein targets using diverse chemotypes known
to bind in the active site of each target. For each target active
site, the structurally different ligands give rise to similar field
patterns that reflect what the binding site expects. Using this
information, it is possible to derive the active conformer of
each ligand without any protein structural information.
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